The flat plane condition is the union of two exact constraints in electronic structure theory: i) energetic piecewise linearity with fractional electron removal or addition and ii) invariant energetics with change in electron spin in a half filled orbital. Semi-local density functional theory (DFT) fails to recover the flat plane, exhibiting convex fractional charge errors (FCE) and concave fractional spin errors (FSE) that are related to delocalization and static correlation errors. We previously showed that DFT+U eliminates FCE but now demonstrate that, like other widely employed corrections (i.e., Hartree Fock exchange), it worsens FSE. To find an alternative strategy, we examine the shape of semi-local DFT deviations from the exact flat plane, and we find this shape to be remarkably consistent across ions and molecules. We introduce the jmDFT approach, wherein corrections are constructed from few-parameter, loworder, functional forms that fit the shape of semi-local DFT errors. We select one such physically intuitive form and incorporate it self-consistently to correct semi-local DFT. We demonstrate on model systems that this jmDFT approach represents the first easy-to-implement, no-overhead approach to recovering the flat plane from semi-local DFT.
Approximate density functional theory (DFT) is one of the most widely-used electronic structure methods, despite the fact that presently available pure exchange-correlation (xc) approximations in Kohn-Sham DFT are plagued by both one-and many-electron self-interaction errors (SIE) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , which give rise to well-known problems in dissociation energies 2, [6] [7] [8] [9] , barrier heights 10 , band gaps [11] [12] , electron affinities [13] [14] [15] , and other manifestations of delocalization error [16] [17] [18] . A number of generalizations to Kohn-Sham DFT, e.g., range-separated [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and global hybrids as well as DFT+U [26] [27] [28] [29] , derive their error mitigating properties from recovering the piecewise linearity of the energy with respect to fractional electron removal or addition, a requirement of any exact electronic structure method [30] [31] [32] . The combination of the requirement of piecewise linearity with the additional constraint that the energy is invariant with respect to the spin of an electron in isoenergetic orbitals produces what has come to be known as the flat-plane condition [33] [34] in which two planes meet at a fractional spin line 35 (FSL) seam.
The flat plane condition applies to any three electronic states with N-1, N, and N+1 electrons, where i) an orbital is half-occupied, doubly-occupied, and empty in the N-, N+1-, and N-1-electron states, respectively, and ii) the N-electron multiplicity is thus higher by one than for the other two states. Ionization potentials (IPs) or electron affinities (EAs) connecting these electronic states, which are available for ions from experimental databases 36 , enable construction of "exact" experimental flat planes. An exhaustive study 37 Information Text S1 and   Table S1 ). A similar approach is used to construct molecular (H 2 , Na 2 ) flat planes, albeit with correlated wavefunction theory reference IP and EA data (Supporting Information Text S1-S2).
We recently demonstrated 38 that DFT+U [26] [27] [28] [29] recovers piecewise linearity [30] [31] [32] and the derivative discontinuity 30 in representative transition metal ions and inorganic complexes. The most widely applied DFT+U correction [26] [27] [28] [29] 39 is:
where U nl I is applied to the nl subshell of the Ith atom, σ is the spin index, and n nl I,σ is the occupation matrix with elements, n mm' 35, 42 . Such a large increase in fractional spin error has been largely overlooked in the application of tuned range-separated hybrids for organic molecules [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] and some inorganic [49] [50] systems, with few exceptions 42 . Nevertheless, it has been known for some time that increasing FSL error is directly related to increasing static correlation errors (SCE) 35 . Thus, this analysis highlights that, like incorporation of HF exchange, DFT+U directly increases SCE, which should be particularly concerning for already-SCE-prone transition metal complexes and solids to which DFT+U is widely applied. Thus, we depart from traditionally applied methods to identify if other functional forms can recover piecewise linearity and the derivative discontinuity while decreasing or even eliminating FSL errors. We consider functional forms that are easy to implement as selfconsistent corrections to the total energy and the potential within the context of a Kohn-Sham DFT calculation without increasing computational cost. In order to identify such functional forms, we return to the flat-plane condition and evaluate the deviations of semi-local DFT functionals (here, PBE 51 , similar behavior from other xcs shown in Supporting Information Figure S1 ) from the exact flat-plane condition on ions and molecules. We choose He + as our primary worked example as observations are transferable to other elements but the large PBE errors make it a challenging test case ( Figure 2 and Supporting Information Text S1-S4 and Tables S1-S14). The errors in PBE with respect to the exact flat plane are convex along the FCL and concave along the FSL (Figure 2 and Supporting Information Figure S2 ). Examination of this error also i) suggests that the smoothly varying deviations are likely to be suitably fit with a loworder polynomial of n α and n β in the spirit of DFT+U and ii) highlights why a penalty on fractional occupations (eq. 1) can correct the edges of the flat plane (i.e., the FCLs) but will dome the middle region, exacerbating FSL errors ( Figure 2 ). Advantages of low-order polynomial corrections are that i) they add no overhead in the solid state, and ii) they are transparent, enabling the full derivation of their behavior over a range of expected electron configurations 38 , as opposed to more opaque many-parameter approximate functionals that can unpredictably lack good extrapolative performance on molecules that differ from training data.
First focusing on the FSL error, it is clear that a second-order expression is needed that i) opposes the intrinsic PBE penalty for n α =1/2, n β =1/2 with respect to an n α =1 or n β =1 configuration and ii) approaches zero as n α or n β approach 1 (Figures 1-2) . A functional form that can eliminate this FSL error is the J correction in DFT+U+J:
If we apply eq. 2 to only correct the FSL in He + , we would thus require a negative J of -16 eV and U eff =U-J=0. There is a key reason why DFT+U+J alone cannot recover the flat plane condition that should be relevant to researchers wishing to broadly employ the method for correlated molecules: the J term in eq. 2 increases with increasing filling of the nl subshell, producing an arbitrary shift in the energy of differing oxidation states (Supporting Information Figure S3 ). The primary assumption in most functional tuning approaches, consistent with our own data, is that integer-electron endpoint errors are modest and endpoint adjusting terms (e.g., +J) are not beneficial in most cases where the magnitude of the needed correction is not known a priori (Supporting Information Table S1 ).
Thus, we now consider generalizations of DFT+U+J that can be used to construct selfconsistent corrections to semi-local functionals on the basis of the shape of the error, much as a jello mold is used to create a 3D shape. The resulting form can then be incorporated selfconsistently to counteract such errors and recover the flat plane. Working with ions and molecules (e.g., H 2 , Na 2 ), we use as the input to our fit the difference between semi-local DFT and exact flat plane energies along a grid of n α and n β values for the emptying or filling electron level. We judge these corrections by how well they fit to the shape of the error, through root mean square (RMSE) measures and by the number of new or established (e.g., U, J) parameters they introduce and assume changes in electron count will be reflected in occupations. Our approach, which we refer to in its broadest form as jello mold DFT (jmDFT), no longer requires a grounding in the Hubbard model in its original form 52 or extensions [53] [54] [55] [56] to construct model potentials. Consistent with earlier observations, DFT+U or DFT+U+J terms make poor fits to the PBE errors: the best fits are to DFT+U+J with differing U and J values (i.e., 4 parameters) at around 0.1-0.5 eV RMSE, and DFT+U-only errors are much larger (Supporting Information   Tables S3-S14) .
Examining shapes and parameters of fit expressions across elements confirms that errors are generally the same shape but this also leads to observations consistent with earlier work on only delocalization error 38, 44, [57] [58] [59] [60] : heavier elements exhibit reduced convexity and concavity as the addition or removal of a single electron becomes a smaller fraction of total electron count (i.e., smaller coefficients in fits, Supporting Information Tables S3-S14).
The most general fit can obtain an order of magnitude lower RMSE (ca. 0.01-0.05 eV overall, 0.08 eV in He, Figure 3 ) than DFT+U-based approaches by applying a second-order polynomial in the electron count of orbitals that empty and fill between states in the flat plane, n α and n β :
This functional form arises from observing that transforming the flat plane error to a coordinate We return to DFT+U+J to identify additions and adjustments that can recover the flat plane. We first add a third term, K, that counteracts energy increases from J with orbital filling.
The K fitting coefficients will be zero for the N-1-to N-electron portion of the flat plane but counteract the J term on the N-to N+1-electron side (He 2+ to He + : K=0.6 eV, He + to He: K=-25.5
Physically, eq. 4 could provide a finer tuning of spin state ordering than DFT+U alone by having no effect on intermediate spin states but favoring low or high-spin states, if K is negative or positive, respectively. Asymmetric DFT+U+J+K introduces six parameters and relies on the difference of two large effects (i.e., +J and +K) to cancel, introducing precision or stability issues but otherwise giving a more inituitive fit with comparable quality to the polynomial (Figure 3 , asym. RMSE in He: 0.11 eV, 0.01-0.05 eV for heavier elements, see Supporting Information
Tables S3-S14 and Figure S4 ). Alternatively, we also adjust the J term in eq. 2 (U+J/J'), resetting the electron count on the N-to N+1-electron side: Tables S3-S14 ). Here, U is positive, whereas J is negative, and increasing atomic number decreases coefficients (i.e., He sym. U+J/J' U = 20.4 and J= -30.4 eV is U = 4.8 and J = -5.7 eV for Ca, see
Supporting Information Table S5 ). Alternative functional forms considered were not pursued further because they introduced more parameters or did not improve upon standard DFT+U+J (Supporting Information Text S3 and Tables S3-S14 , ii) cases on the n α +n β > 1 side of the plane not otherwise specified (orange), iii) fractional charge line of He 2+ to He + (FCL+, blue), iv) cases on the n α +n β < 1 side of the plane not otherwise specified (green), and the fractional spin line (gray). Each point is indicate for the U+J/J' case at left.
At this point we select the U+J/J' correction as the functional form we will employ in our jmDFT approach to build a fully self-consistent functional that can be applied across the periodic table. We chose this form because in several cases (e.g., s-block Be, Mg, Ca, or p-block S, Se, P, As), the symmetric, 2 parameter fit is of comparable fit to the asymmetric, 4 parameter one and it does not introduce an adjustable parameter to the total energy at integer electron number (Supporting Information Tables S3-S14 ). The energy expression in eqs. 2 and 5 is incorporated self-consistently by inclusion of a potential correction of the form:
where the 1 in the second parentheses is only present for the J' case. We have added both this correction and the U+J+K form into locally-modified copies of Quantum-ESPRESSO 63 , source code available upon request. Incorporating this new potential and energy correction introduces no overhead or complexity beyond the ingredients of widely employed semi-local DFT corrections, i.e., we require that occupations obtained from projecting onto atomic states remain a good proxy for the fractional electron count that we used in the initial fit (i.e., δN~δn). We recently demonstrated the range of applicability of this assumption in larger complexes, and alternate forms, currently being developed by our group, could be employed more suitably in the rare cases where this approximation fails 38 . Self-consistent evaluation of the energy with the jmDFT potential correction satisfied this requirement at all fractional charge and spin points for In conclusion, we have introduced a practical, no-overhead solution to recovering the flat plane within semi-local DFT. This general jmDFT framework involves fitting to known errors as a function of electron occupation or spin and incorporating the resulting form as a self-consistent correction that adds no computational cost. We have identified that appropriate functional forms are remarkably transferable from s to p to d electron atoms and ions as well as to small molecules, as judged through similarly low RMSEs for expressions that capture FCL convexity and FSL concavity. This result suggests that one general functional form should be suitable to recover exact conditions in a wide range of small molecules. We have selected a form reminiscent of Hubbard model corrections because it offers the best balance of the fewest number of parameters with physical transparency in the nature of the correction and as we extend our methodology to larger molecules and solids, we anticipate that the best choices for the adjustable components in this methodology, such as the form of the projections and the chosen polynomial correction, could be different. Finally, we expect that these functional forms may help guide alternate approaches to more directly tackle static correlation error minimization and piecewise linear recovery in DFT.
